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IFLR1000 awarded rankings to Moro?lu Arseven in five practice areas for its 2015 corporate awards. These include
ranking the firm in Tier 4 for Mergers and Acquisitions, as well as identifying the firm as "Notable" for Banking,
Capital markets, Competition, and Project finance. Dr. E. Seyfi Moro?lu was recognized individually as a Leading
Lawyer for Banking and Finance, as well as Mergers and Acquisitions.

IFLR1000 has consistently identified Mergers and Acquisitions as one of Moro?lu Arseven's strengths, continuously
recognizing this area of the firm's work since 2010. One client noted to the researchers that "Moro?lu Arseven was a
perfect legal adviser during the discussions about the acquisition period". The client goes on to say the firm's team "
are very professional and rational. We think of no other legal office than Moro?lu when we need to have legal advice
."

Speaking about the firm's banking and finance work, one client noted that "Moro?lu Arseven always delivers a
prompt reply with precise advice that is flexible and adheres to the client's needs". While another said "they have a
great team with great support and are so professional. We feel safe working with them; we feel that we are in good
hands."

Speaking about the firm's capital markets advice, one client commented that "We received a highly detailed and
qualified analysis on the new capital markets law in Turkey. The work they did for us is really excellent."

IFLR1000 is an annual guide to financial and corporate law firms. Beginning in 1990, the research includes over 120
jurisdictions worldwide. Complete information about Moro?lu Arseven's rankings can be viewed through this
link: IFLR1000 Turkey rankings.
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